
Telegram Infrastructure and 
How We Can Research It



⚠ be mindful of graphic content on Telegram before you research. 

Mental health and other resources: dartcenter.org



Get the correct version of Telegram: Telegram.org 



Telegram infrastructure basics

Types of entities on Telegram:

● Chat (one-on-one messages)
● Group chat (including public and semi-public group 

chats) 
● Channel (one-way to audience, similar to Twitter. This 

can include private channels.) 
● Bots

Channel is the most popular feature for US influencers, 
news outlets, officials. 

Some channels may include features like reactions, 
comments, live streams. We will be looking at Channels 
primarily. 



Telegram Bots
- Automated programs that 

run within Telegram
- Can be set up by anyone
- Frequently used to solicit 

comments or channel 
submissions

- Sometimes used as 
marketplaces, including 
illegal ones

- Sometimes used by bad 
actors 



Public and semi-public chats

- Administered through direct invites or public 
links

- Sometimes invites can be generated by 
Telegram bots

- Check other social media – group chats used for 
coordination are sometimes promoted on 
Facebook, Twitter, Insta, Github, Reddit, etc.  

- Can hold up to 200,000 members 
- Come with an expectation of privacy, treat them 

like a semi-private space. 



Public channels: Telegram’s newsfeed



Uptake for new news outlets 



Finding channels, users, groups, bots: Global search



Channel discovery using advanced Google search



Channel discovery using advanced Twitter search



Channel discovery using Facebook groups



Finding channels: tgstat.com (use it last)  



TG Stat is a great tool outside of search 





Quick trick: Creating a newsfeed



Once you’ve built out the ecosystems you want, you can use the 
app as a mass search and archiving tool. 



Save any image or video directly to your computer (note: no text)



Yes, Telegram keeps metadata. Infamously.



Download entire channel (but don’t delay)



Next: Telegram’s ecosystems and bulk data analysis.


